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Listen to David Living Thelema's segments on living thelema podcast. Contact David here Visit the Living Thelema Facebook page and YouTube channel. I'm so excited for this podcast. There is an emphasis on practical instruction, but not in a way that reduces the complexity of the material or over-simplifies it. It's more like this podcast sets you on your way, so you can find out
while you're practicing rather than staring at Thelemic's writing page confused and unable to know where to start. Seriously, thank you. I have a deeper understanding of the exercises I've already done, and I've learned a few more. How blessed we are to live in a day and age in which we have a podcast like this at our fingertips. Thank you so much Frater for your time and effort in
this. Blessed to be. The system of spiritual achievement developed by Aleyster Crowley is known to be complex in its scale. Adapted from a popular podcast segment of the same name, Living Thelema brings a welcome fit to Crawley's material without reducing the depth of the system. The author focuses on the practical and experience aspects of Thelema's path, which allows
the reader to understand the true transformative power of the system. Beginners and best practices will find plenty of useful advice here, as Shoemaker brings his distinctive-to-earth style to bear on topics such as ritual and meditation practices, sex magic, astral projection, psychotherapy for magicians, The Knowledge and Conversation of the Guardian Angel, and that the
pinnacle of achievement is known as the crossing of the Abyss. The author's background as a practicing psychotherapist allows a completely unique fusion of esoteric wisdom and cognitive science. Living Thelema is an invaluable guide for any modern magician. Here's what other prominent telemic authors have to say about Living Thelema: Dr. Shoemaker's Live Telema, in my
opinion, is the most thorough and understandable exposition of the basic theories and practical application of spiritual disciplines Thelema is currently available to the public. Serious students magic Aleyster Crowley in general, and A.'a.'. in particular, will not find a more masterful and authoritative work on this topic, published from a post-Crawley commentator. My highest
recommendation for this iconic work. â€Lon Milo Duquette, acclaimed author of The Magic of Aleyster Crawley, Understanding Aleister Crowley Tot Taro, and many other titles. In this entertaining and (dare I say that?) David Chobotar's lively book reminds us that Thelema is not just a philosophy or a study, but a spiritual practice. From applied advice both to thoughtful as regards
posers, Dr Shoemaker offers his personal takeâ€informed twenty year walking conversation, along with his distinction as a professional how to get most out of the fundamental telemic practices of yoga and ritual, both inside and outside the temple. â€Richard Kaczynski, author of The Forgotten Templars: The Untold Origins of Ordo Templey Orient and Perdurabo: The Life of
Aleister Crowley. CONTENT Part One: Tools for Travel Introduction to Qabalah Holy Guardian Angel True will begin with the basic magical regime Smaller Ritual pentagram Smaller and great hexagram rituals Lieber Resch vel Helios Methods of Ritual Construction Asana &amp;amp; Pranayama Meditation &amp;amp; Visualization Practices Astral Projection &amp;Amp; Body
Control of Liber Samekh's Light Spiritual Practice &amp;; Call the Holy Angel Keeper Sexy Magic &amp;; Sexual mystique Part 2 : Perspectives on ways to achieve A.'.A. techniques and tools.'. Tarot &amp;&amp; &amp;Initiation Path Tetragrammaton Chakras Role Ego in Great Work Formula LVX and NOX Proper Use of Magical Power of 21st Century Alchemy Practical Use of
Alchemical Symbolism Part Three: Life Beyond Temple Patterns &amp;; Cycles in dreamwork magical practice Cabalistice's ways of overcoming Anima psychotherapy &amp;amp; Animus Cognitive Therapy for Magicians Top Reviews The latest reviews spiritual achievement system developed by Aleyster Crowley is notoriously challenging on its scale. Adapted from a popular
podcast segment of the same name, Living Thelema brings a welcome fit to Crawley's material without reducing the depth of the system. The author focuses on the practical and experience aspects of Thelema's path, which allows the reader to understand the true transformative power of the system. Beginners and best practices will find plenty of useful advice here, as
Shoemaker brings his distinctive-to-earth style to bear on topics such as ritual and meditation practices, sex magic, astral projection, psychotherapy for magicians, The Knowledge and Conversation of the Guardian Angel, and that the pinnacle of achievement is known as the crossing of the Abyss. The author's background as a practicing psychotherapist allows a completely
unique fusion of esoteric wisdom and cognitive science. Living Thelema is an invaluable guide for any modern magician. Here's what other prominent telemic authors have to say about Living Thelema: Dr. Shoemaker's Live Telema, in my opinion, is the most thorough and understandable exposition of the basic theories and practical application of spiritual disciplines Thelema is
currently available to the public. Serious students magic Aleyster Crowley in general, and A.'a.'. in particular, will not find a more masterful and authoritative work on this topic, published from a post-Crawley commentator. My highest recommendation for this attraction â€Lon Milo Duquette, acclaimed author of The Magic of Aleyster Crawley, insight by Aleyster Crowley Tot Taro,
and many other titles. In this entertaining and (dare I say that?) David Chobotar's lively book reminds us that Thelema is not just a philosophy or a study, but a spiritual practice. From applied as advice to thought-butting both regarding posers, Dr Shoemaker offers his personal takeâ€â€â€informed twenty-year walking conversation, along with his distinction as an occupational
therapistâ€on how to get most out of fundamental telemic yoga practices and ritual, both inside and outside the temple. â€Richard Kaczynski, author of The Forgotten Templars: The Untold Origins of Ordo Templei Orient and Perdurabo: The Life of Aleister Crowley. CONTENT Part One: Tools for Travel Introduction to Qabalah Holy Guardian Angel True will begin with the basic
magical regime Smaller Ritual pentagram Smaller and great hexagram rituals Lieber Resch vel Helios Methods of Ritual Construction Asana &amp;amp; Pranayama Meditation &amp;amp; Visualization Practices Astral Projection &amp;Amp; Body Control of Liber Samekh's Light Spiritual Practice &amp;; Call the Holy Angel Keeper Sexy Magic &amp;; Sexual mystique Part 2 :
Perspectives on ways to achieve A.'.A. techniques and tools.'. Tarot &amp;&amp; &amp;Initiation Path Tetragrammaton Chakras Role Ego in Great Work Formula LVX and NOX Proper Use of Magical Power 21st Century Alchemy Practical Use of Alchemical Symbolism Part Three: Living Beyond Temple Patterns &amp;amp; cycles in dreamwork magic practice Cabalistice's
ways of overcoming Anima psychotherapy &amp;amp; Animus Cognitive Therapy INTRODUCTION Do what you will as a whole law. Looking back over the last 20 years of my involvement with Thelema, I have often reflected on what exactly attracted me to the Great Work. Life is easier (at least superficially) without all the self-discipline needed for initiators, and one can easily find
a spiritual path with more cultural acceptance and mechanisms of social support. There is a church, a mosque, an ashram and a new-age guru on almost every block in the modern world, but I had a pretty tall order for any spiritual system: Give me a miracle and a mystery, but don't make me check my brain at the door! This spiritual and intellectual dilemma was more or less
ordained to me. My father was a professor of atheistic philosophy, and my mother was a musician and theologian on deeply religious upbringing. I had to somehow understand it—to find a way to reconcile these divergent worldviews and appreciate the positive contributions that each perspective has brought to my life. Luckily my parents were open enough to give me to find your
own answers. After graduating from college as a psychology major, I ate away for graduate school to become a psychotherapist. I learned all about the basic cognitive-behavioral approaches to therapy, but the work of Carl Jung and other so-called depth psychologists always tugd at my sleeve. After several years of research, I came across the work of Israel Regardie and shortly
thereafter, Aleyster Crowley and Thelema. I finally found a solution to my spiritual dilemma. Here was the path of passion, devotion, secrecy and transcendence; but it had to be met with scientific rigor and a healthy dose of skepticism. The method of science, the purpose of religion. Here I could combine the best parts of divergent perspectives that my parents showed me in a
holistic whole, and create a path uniquely my own. I immediately began contacting all the telemic groups I could find in those pre-internet days, and in the fall of 1993 my journey to initiation formally began. I joined Ordo Templey Orinis and I am committed to the A∴A ∴. I soon found myself in the position of assisting in training more junior initiators, reviewing their tasks, teaching
and testing them on various magical methods, and evaluating their diaries. I moved to California and started working under the direct tulle Phyllis Secler (Soror Meral). Within months, I had advanced to various administrative positions in the order I worked with and spent about the same amount of time with my magic pursuits as my day job. I have seen several generations of
students succeed and fail, and whole magical orders come and go. I consulted with students on the mechanics of the ritual, as well as the triumphs and tragedies of their personal lives. In writing this book, I hope I can communicate the ideas I have received over the past twenty years as I have witnessed day to day aspirations of modern magical contenders. I learned from the
experience of what works and what doesn't, and the pitfalls that face the seekers in our tradition. I designed this book to be a useful link at every stage of the journey. Once you've read the source material from Crowley and others, you should be able to pick up this book and get valuable advice on how best to perform this source material, regardless of your experience level.
Starting students can learn to get more out of basic rituals, such as Liber Resh, and how to understand concepts such as True Will; while intermediate and advanced magicians can get useful tips on conducting deeper A∴A∴ work, and discover ways to enrich existing practices with new perspectives on foundational materials. How to Use This Book This book is not designed to
comprehensively research all the concepts and practices of Telemic Achieve. Rather, I chose those topics where I felt there was the greatest need for practical comments, and where I could offer a unique look at the material. I certainly have no illusions that my take on all these topics is the best or only way to think about them. Accordingly, I encourage you to approach everything
in this book with your critical thinking skills fully engaged, and with an attitude of balanced skepticism. I assume that the reader has a basic justification in fundamental principles and widely used terms relevant to the telemic worldview. I also assume that you will have copies (printed or online) of the relevant source texts available. Rituals and other instructions will not usually be
reprinted in full. Please refer to the multimedia resources available livingthelema.com Living Thelema YouTube channel for demos and additional instructions. I've included performance notes and other comments on a few basic rituals you're likely to encounter on your magical path. While some minimal ritual outlines are provided, I have chosen to highlight various expedient
aspects of ritual performance rather than focus primarily on the mechanics of the ritual. Like much of the rest of this book, my goal is to help you deepen your practice of these rituals, give greater context to their use, and improve the internal energetic patterns that cause them to oat in your daily work. Even where I delve into the theory, I tried to highlight how the theory can inform
your practice, and help you understand the experiences that are probably waiting for you on your way. There is no substitute for working with a competent personal teacher in a structured learning system. A basic course of study within a well-run magical order will give you a solid, internally consistent foundation on which to build all your further work. The Silver Star Temple, Ordo
Temple Orientis and A∴A∴ are designed to achieve such goals, and I encourage you to explore the training offered by these organizations using the contact information provided at the end of this book. If you belong to a magical order that lays out your own versions of the rituals and other practices discussed in this book, I suggest that you consult your designated teacher before
incorporating any of this material into your daily practice. One advantage of being in that order is an internal sequence of ritual practices, gestures and character sets, and you shouldn't complicate your progress with collision systems and practices. Let's look at the different sections of the book, so you'll know what to expect. Each section approaches the telemic path of
achievement from a slightly different perspective. Part one in part one, we will reconsider some basic principles and discuss a range of practical tools that you can use as you progress along your way. Some of you may be relatively new to Qabalah concepts, so I included an introductory essay on the subject as the first chapter. If you have a solid grounding in bondage theory, you
can safely skip this chapter and move on to more advanced material beyond. Part one includes practical discussions relating to many of the founding ritual and meditative practices of telemic magic and mysticism, as well as an overview of related instruments such as astral projection, spiritual practices and sexual magic. If you are new to magical practice, these chapters will give
you a lot of material for months or years of experimentation. Experienced practitioners will hopefully find their work updated with new perspectives on these tools. In keeping with my purpose regarding this book, I escaped the undue emphasis on historical or philosophical detail in favor of practical and experiatively useful guidance. Additional audio/visual materials, including
demonstrations of some of the basic practices presented here, as well as additional rituals available on livingthelema.com and YouTube channel Living Thelema. Part 2 In Part 2, we take a step back from the specific tools discussed in part one, and focus on the broader conceptualizations of the magical path itself. Here we will discuss the path of achievement in light of A∴A∴
learning methodologies, Tarot trumps, chakras and a number of other symbolic templates that give unique perspectives on the way. This section of the book will give you the ability to pull back the camera a little bit, so you can better understand the transformational processes taking place within you as you progress in great work. Particular emphasis is placed on different ways of
understanding the way to Know and Talk St. Guardian Angel, as well as the later challenge of crossing the abyss, as these are critical events in the magical career of any seeker. Part three In the final chapter of the book, we will bring our discussion to an end with an overview of the various methods and tools for managing the challenges of everyday life. To a large extent, these
tools reflect the integration of my experience as a Jungian and cognitive-behavioral therapist with the principles of magic. After twenty years of treating patients and training magicians, I think I have some useful tricks up my sleeve! Love is the law, love for freedom. Sacramento, California Summer Solstice, 2013 e.v.PART ONE: TOOLS FOR THE JOURNEY 1 Introduction to
QABALAH {Another version of this essay originally appeared in The Instructor Fadiman Manual and Frager's Personal Growth, a undergraduate psychology textbook. lack of prior exposure to the material, with a focus on practical use in psychotherapeutic conditions. Although he does not explicitly use telemic terminology, he describes the universal processes that form the basis of
telemic magical and mystical practice. It's included here as a major introduction to kabbalistic concepts, especially the psychological aspects of The Cabal, which you might find particularly useful when you progress. As was written more than fifteen years ago, it doesn't reflect my most developed thinking on this, but I suggest it here in the hope that it might be useful for beginners.}
JOINING the last few decades has seen a growing acceptance of Eastern philosophies into the mainstream of Western thought and culture. The importance of this trend in the field of psychology is passionately and effectively argued in today's textbook and elsewhere. While the text focuses specifically on the psychological aspects of Sufi traditions, Buddhists and yoga, the latter
part of the 20th century saw another mystical system come into basic awareness: Qabalah. Qabalah produces extremely rich and complex transpersonal psychology; psychology, which has a lot to offer this modern society in search of depth, meaning and purpose in life. Karabala is the name of the mystical branch of the Jewish tradition. The very word Cabal comes from the
Hebrew linguistic root of the cabal, which literally means getting it (Kaplan, 1991). Therefore, the calablaistic goal was to obtain illumination and wisdom from the divine. Much of the cabalistic teachings and methodology involved understanding this process of divine transmission and developing a spiritual capacity to preserve and integrate divine tide. This was accomplished
through various practices designed to help create and strengthen the spiritual susceptibility often referred to in the cabalistic literature of the glass—a spiritual vessel. Basic CONCEPTS, STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS Cabal simultaneously describes (a) the process of divine creation of the universe, and god's mind, (b) the structure and function of the human psyche, and (c) the
way of return that reunites the human psyche and soul with their divine source. The creation of the Universe Cabalistic traditions describe the creation of the universe as a series of progressive emancips of insanity. They originate in a great nothing, ain, and gradually take the form of ten sephirots (spheres), and twenty-two paths that connect them. Together, sephirots and
connective pathways form an ec tea, or Tree of Life— a map of all universal possibilities. The tree of life not only embodies the process of creation—it is also an image of god's mind, and, coming to understand its various aspects, the cabalists believe that they are approaching divinity itself. V.O. life Ten sephirots describe the universal process through increasingly complex and
diversified forms. They symbolize all possible states of being, and they form an all-inclusive catalogue of ideas and manifestations of divine Intelligence. Paths, meanwhile, show states of change and flow between these states of being. The creation process moves down the tree, which corresponds to the numerical order of the sephiroth. While ideas related to spheres and paths
are extremely complex and far-reaching, the names of sephir provide good evidence of the underlying concepts involved. These titles and their English translations are listed below. Essentially, progress from Cater to Malcut includes the descent of the divine from Kether's original, singular point, through the archetypical realities associated with chokma's spheres through Jösud,
and the culmination in the physical, manifestation of the universe in Malcut. With each step down, the divine becomes more dense and multifaceted as it acquires the features of each subsequent sephir. ... Imagine a ray of sunlight blighting through the stained glass window of ten different colors. Sunlight has no color at all, but seems to change the hue as it passes through
different glass colours. Colored light radiates a window. The light has essentially not changed, although so it seems to the viewer. So it is with sephir. Light, which dresses itself in sephir vessels, is essence like a ray of sunlight. This entity does not change color at all, no judgment, no compassion, no right, no left. However, by radiating through sephir—motley stained glass
windows—judgment or compassion prevails (Matt, 1994, 38). The human psyche of Kabbalistic Parts of the Soul on the tree of life The highest, most sufficiful aspect of the psyche is known as the jehida (yeh-hee-da). This is the essence of the Spirit and is our primary connection to collective consciousness and universal energies. Thus, it is similar to the Jungian concepts of
Himself. Much of the psychospyritis work in kabbalistic psychology aims to consciously combine the lower aspects of oneself with this inner church of the Spirit. On the Tree of Life, the jehid resides in Kether, the point from which all creations are invited. This parallel between the Source of Universal Creation and the Source of Individual Consciousness is paramount, as we will see
in discussing the path of return below. Based on yachida, they are complementary principles of chia (hee-ah), the power of life and spiritual Will, and the non-shawl (non-chess), a receptive, intuitive faculty that gives form and meaning to this vitality. Shia is assigned to The Chokama Sephira, not to Bina. Nashema is a spiritual intuition, and the awakening of energy that descends
from pure spirit to those who are willing to receive it. Stated in a more conventional psychological terms: to promote psychospyritis growth, we must touch the divine, intuitive wisdom of Ourselves by construing a link between it and our conscious ego. Conscious minds consist of a number of energies collectively known as ruh (roo-akh), which literally means breathing, but implies
the idea of vital vital vitality. Compare this with the Latin spirit, Greek pneu, Chinese or Sanskrit prana, all of which equate breathing with the power of life. It is implied that the mind, the rumah, is constantly flowing and full of vitality like the air we breathe. Ruach is similar to the Jungian ego to the fullest - a set of conscious self-awareness. Forming a ruach into a suitable vessel for
an influx of spiritual understanding from above is a characteristic work of a number of transpersonal psychology systems, as well as many mystical traditions. This is similar to the ego-i link described above. As another metaphorical example of this process, consider the soufian concept of filling God's wine. Ruach consists of five sephiroths on the Tree of Life, each representing a
certain component of human ego-consciousness. These components are summarized in the table below, along with the sefire to which they relate. The cabal teaches that our subconscionable, instinctive drives and energies reside in nephesh (neh-fash). Nefesh is associated with Sephira Jestar, and is very similar to a personal unconscious Jungian, or Freudian identity. It is a
source of powerful energy that needs to be explored, explored and used to avoid littering, repression, obsession and disease. That is, the rakh should be the master of these energies, not vice versa. The vital, instinctive powers of non-professionals should be harnessed into a constructive, conscious direction by the Rumah, so they can be applied to the work of psychospiral growth
and balance. This process is not similar to those described in some yoga traditions, with their emphasis on using kundalini for personal transformation. Finally, it is the human body often called goof (goof) in kabbalistic traditions. On the tree of life goof is placed in Malkuta. It is no coincidence that goof and nephesh fit, assuming that their intimately intertwined functions. That is,
there are close links between the venomic nervous system, instincts, unconscious mind and the whole human body. For a person in his natural state, these bodily and instinctive aspects of himself, not Routh, are most directly susceptible to spiritually informed intuitive ideas. Accordingly, in some kabbalistic traditions it is taught that our spirit is more immediately closely related to
our bodies, our instincts, and our unconscious minds than with our conscious minds. It was only when we advanced along the path of return that the connection between the conscious ruach and the superconscious nash hardens. The way of returning the Way of Return is a kabbalistic term describing the process of reuniting the embodiment of the human personality with its
divine Source. Just as the universe (and every person) was created at the top of the process originating from Kether, so that everyone should strive to return to God on the ascendant path from Malcut. It is an elegant and uniquely kabbalistic resting mystical path common to all esoteric traditions. That is, by retraining the process through which we have come, we can discover the
divine nature within us and disable the limitations of physical existence. The beginnings of the Return Path can be visualized as a cup design or similar vessel. The raw material of this cup is , of course, a human personality in its inert, errant state - sheet metal from which the cup will be modeled, if you like. Just as the purpose of any cup is to contain liquid, the purpose of the
human personality is to become a literal container for the fluid of divine inspiration-what Sufis might describe as god's wine. However, we need to fashion ourselves as a balanced, stable cup, with no holes and a solid foundation if we are to be successful. Therefore, much of the psychospyritis work of the first steps towards returning is to enquirer our identity and eliminate those
defects in construction that would prevent our susceptibility to the divine. Carl Jung believed that we should strive to balance four personality functions: thinking, feeling, feeling and intuition. Similarly, the first four steps towards a return-i.e. passage through the spheres of Mulcut, Jestood, Hoda and Netzach - can be seen as tantamount to the aspects of human existence they
meet. In Sealed Karabal, these spheres belong to Earth, Air, Water and Fire respectively. Psychologically speaking, they represent the faculties of sensation, shared intuition, intelligence, emotion or desire, parallels to Jung's functions mentioned above. Only when these aspects of the lower human personality are brought into balance, is the vessel ready for a conscious tide of
divine light. The fifth step towards a return brings Qabalist to the Tiphereth sphere, at the heart of the tree of life. This stage marks literally the dawn of spiritual light, for indeed Tipperet is an area attributed to the sun in Hermetic-Karabal. By molding the appropriate vessel, the qabalist essentially fulfilled the vocation to the highest forces within itself, inviting this divine light to take
up residence previously mundane human life. Another appropriate metaphor for this process is that of the thunderwater. If it is built correctly, its very nature is to bring a surge of electricity from above. Similarly, the equilibriated human psyche is a thunderwater for divine presence. If properly formed, it cannot but bring spiritual enlightenment. The way of returning for Tipperet is
marked gradually by a more intimate relationship between a lower human personality and a divine one. If the steps to Tippheret were something like courtship, and the achievements of Tippheret wedding, the remainder of the way back can be added to a long marital relationship. The ultimate goal is to be completely reunited with God in kether sphere. In Carabali's Hermetic,
tradition states that this constant connection between personality and divine brings all the benefits associated with psychological and spiritual growth: a sense of purpose and meaning, inner peace, harmony between ourselves and the world, and the ability to more fully mobilize our inner resources in serving our life goals, for the benefit of ourselves and humanity. Hematry and
esoteric interpretation of the scriptures One of the important practices within kabbalistic traditions is the esoteric interpretation of the scriptures through the use of hematria, the means of translating any Hebrew word or phrase into numerical meaning. This practice is rooted in the fact that ancient Jewish culture did not possess a separate number of systems; each letter of the
Hebrew alphabet represented a certain number, and so any representation of numbers turned on the alphabetical expression. Conversely, any word or phrase had a respecing numerical meaning. By studying the numerical meanings of keywords and phrases in the scriptures, cabalists are able to extract relationships between concepts that would otherwise remain invisible. To
give one simple example, Jewish words for love (egeba) and unity (achad) both have a numerical value of 13. Therefore, Qabalist may conclude that there is a certain esoteric relationship between these concepts, and this understanding may allow certain texts to be interpreted much deeper than their surface value. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS Even in a purely secular context,
Qabalah is readily exposed to an array of applications, including therapeutic and self-help interventions. Let's first look at the use in the settings of psychotherapy. As you noted from the discussion above, the cabalistic theory echoes well with approaches of in-depth psychology such as Freud and Jung. In addition, Kabaly's intuitive psychospirite perspective resonates well with
modern transpersonal approaches like Roberto Assagioli and others. Therapist, well versed in the theory and practice of the cabal, will be able to its or its understanding of the way of return as it relates to balancing the individual and finding meaning and purpose to help customers who need guidance. In addition, a septirotic model of human consciousness, as well as the nature of
the pathways between spheres, can guide the therapist in understanding the specific life transitions, challenges and obstacles facing the client at any given time. For example, we saw that the sphere of Hoda is associated with human intelligence and the sphere of Nezach with emotions. A therapist who works with a client who seems overly intelligent can diagnose the need to
increase Netzach/emotional focus in a customer's life. This can be achieved by using many of Netzach's traditional characteristics, such as ideas of love, desire and devotion, in the design of a meditative or ritual program. The client may be encouraged to meditate on the above ideas as they apply to his or her relationship, or conduct walking meditation through a beauty spot such
as a garden or other natural conditions. The possibilities of this kind are limited only to the creativity and experience of the therapist. Importantly, while this may seem different, Qabalah is not a hard linear model. Tradition states that during human life a person will be in different places on the Tree of Life in many different cases. For example, we don't experience the scope of Hod
only once when we climb the Tree, but every time the intellectual aspect of our personality is activated. In addition, the processes of change presented by the pathways between areas on the tree appear as different life challenges, obstacles and opportunities for growth that confront us in any way throughout our lives. To give another example, the path connecting the spheres of
Hoda and Netzach is seen as a symbol of the task of balancing intelligence and emotions. It is easy to see how such a challenge presents itself over and over again in our lives, and eating this path is therefore a recurring and lifelong process. The therapist's task in this case is to be sensitive to this current flutter in the customer growth process, and guide the client to balance and
understanding every step of the way. The therapist is a guide and trainer, but does not take responsibility for the client's own choices and actions. Rather, the therapist encourages the client to take full responsibility for his own destiny. It is her task to make choices and create the desired realities as her/his life path unfolds itself, bringing with it a sense of greater meaning and
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